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Restoring an F36 Hornet
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By Captain,TCNV Dimitrios "Maslas" Maslarinos

aedalus station
follows second as
the most expensive
and highly
anticipated project that
Confederation has to present
during the after War era. First,
by far, leads the famous “Mega
Carrier” project which promises
to be one ofthe most massive
and expensive constructions that
Confederation has ever build
during the times ofpeace . On
the long term, this will be the
key solution for reducing the
deep space military budget to the
minimum as it is already known
that this platform will serve both
as a carrier and a mobile starbase.
Following to that idea, Daedalus
space station will be one ofthe
few ofit's class that will be
refitted and reinstated to active
service for many purposes. One
ofthem is TCSFTI program
(Terran Confederation Strike
Fighter Tactics Instructor
program) commonly known for
centuries as “TOPGUN”.
The whole Daedalus project is
based on the highly sophisticated
WGS (War Game Simulator)
system. Up until today, tens of
sectors are working
simultaneously in order to fulfill
the conditions that a complex
mechanism like this might
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require. One ofthe most
fascinating is the
WRTTC(Warbird Restoration
&Telemetry Test Center).
On this months D'sW issue we
have the benefit to interview a
retired TCN engineer who,
incidentally, happens to be
WRTTC's chiefconsultant;
ChiefMaintenance Technician
Robert “Pliers” Sykes.
D'sW: Could you describe for
us, in a few words, something
about your background in space
engineering?
Pliers: 40 years active service
and 436 ladies on the bench.

D'sW: How did you end up

consulting the WRTTC? Is it
true that you turned down a
position to the Mega Carrier
project?
Pliers: There's this irritating kid
from higher up. Kept nagging at
me... “How do I do this?”, “How
do I do that?”. He dazed my
head for the position ofchief
gorilla on this Mega Carrier of
theirs but I turned it down. Told
him; “You need grease monkeys
there, not grease dinosaurs”.
Anyways, this bullheaded kid
had to fit me somewhere. “You
are resourceful!”, he said, and
that is all about it.

Chief Technician Robert "Pliers" Sykes.
(Img. courtesy TCN Public Relations Office)

Flying you cargo in the Fast Lane?
We've got you covered!

"We' ve checked the fine print - you won't find a better coverage anywhere!"
Billy D. Walthrop, Bounty Hunter

WING WORKS
D'sW: What is your current

restoration project?
Pliers: Its a F-36 Hornet.
Fought the cats on Vega. Lot of
dirt on the undercarriage.
D'sW: Is it true, that it is very
big for a light figher? Any good
explanation for that?
Pliers: Yup, its big. 'bout 42 feet
long and 65 feet wide, give or
take. Back on 30s, the Cats
showed offwith those Dralthis
oftheirs. Ify'ask me Dralthi was

Claw during the 50s. The deskjockey who prepared its papers
said something 'bout Mariko
Tanaka, ifgot that right. Its
mothership got smashed in 2656,
yet this lucky bastard survived
the fuss. SAR found it floating in
the debris, in one piece ofcourse.
D'sW: How long will it take you
to finish with the whole
restoration process?
Pliers: Now, here's the trick Kid.
A ship in that shape wouldn't

D'sW: What will the future of

this ship be after the restoration
and testing process?
Pliers: My boys will collect the
stats and fill in a repo for the
telemetry guys who, on their half,
answer to some kind hightech
guys for this mighty sim-thing
they are trying to build. After
that it will end up in a museum
for school kids.
D'sW: Do you believe that your
effort on WRTTC will benefit
Confederation in advancing
training and testing sectors for
the future?
Pliers: Listen kid, I'm 65 and I
got the chance to do what I
really like for a few years more.
All these idealistic bulls**t you're
asking me is for kids like your
self. Used to be like you, once;
now I couldn't care less. Those
apes at Confed know that.
D'sW: When and will ever your
A wartime photo of the TCS Tiger's Claw along with its escort of work be open to the public?
4 F-36 Hornets, just like the one currently being restored. (Img.
Pliers: Our work? It ain't
courtesy TCNV Cpt. Tim Peel and TCNV Cpt. Howard Day.)
classified but the the sim-guys
is. That means, public will
less than a year or two. But part,
a big sucker but there wasn't any take
wait for a few years after the sim
HQkeeps us on tight reins.
single engined mule out there,
is finished.
They
say:
“6
months
for
each
powerful enough, to outrun it.
bird with every spare part in your ChiefSykes is going to be on
Didn't take us long to find the
disposal”. Crazy, ain't that? This WingWorks reticle as long as he
answer.
one must be ready to pass TCAA and his team are progressing
(Terran Confederation Aviation with their work here on
Two huge GE F348 engines, a
stick, some cardboard for armor, Administration) in two months, Daedalus. Don't forget to check
I guess.
a pair of wings and there you
on our column to learn more
have it; a big light fighter.
news from the world of
D'sW: Now I am curious. What exciting
warbird
restoration.
D'sW: Could you give us some it takes to restore a hornet in 6
months ?
more details about the story of
this specific Hornet?
Pliers: Simple; one seasoned
Pliers: Yup. Took part in many flyboy, two teams offour to do
Cat fights on Vega offense and it the burden, a glut oftools, a
garage ofspares, lots ofmoney,
belonged to the Killer Bees
squad stationed on TCS Tiger's me and lady luck.
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